LRC TMP Drivers Testing
TMP Drivers Testing Office Hours
Monday-Friday (0830 -1215)(1300- 1700)
TMP Drivers Testing Location & Contact Information
Bldg 2258 - Entrance on East end of building
Vehicle Examiner
442-3552

TMP Drivers Testing Operating Schedule
Mondays: Preparation and Issuance of Commercial U.S. Government Motor
Vehicles Operators License: Initial, Renewal and Duplicate: Initiate or
Reconstruct Duplicate Equipment Operators Qualification Records (DA Form
348); Administer Physical Evaluation Measures and Office Administration.

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays: Administration of the Army Commercial
Drivers License (ACDL) Computer Program : Student ACDL - CAI Computer
study and ACDL - CAI Testing (This is first come / first serve on the computers).
Fridays: Road Testing on TMP Commercial Wheeled Vehicles

40 HOUR BUS TRAINING CLASS
The following is required for LRC's 40 Hour Bus Training Class:
Already completed and passed ACDL modules 1-7 as annotated on DA Form 348
delivered to Drivers Testing (B-2258).
Must currently be qualified for 5 ton commercial certification on OF 346.
Deliver to Drivers Testing (B-2258) a memo signed by the First Sergeant or
Battery Commander requesting to be tested. Attach individual's DA Form 348 to
the memo. Upon delivery to Drivers Testing, the individual will be scheduled for
40 hour class.